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• 11 Cambodian 
provinces, 7 countries
• Led by students
UTokyo
ITC
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01
Aim
• Develop Cambodia’s 
first small satellite 
education program
Why begin?
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01
• Students motivated on 
both sides
• Existing expertise in 
dynamics and control 
at ITC
*images courtesy of DCLab, all rights reserved
“Hills before mountains” curriculum
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01






1-week intensive course: 
Intro to space eng., 
recruitment (space eng. team)
2-month competition: 
CubeSat mission design and 
prototype fabrication
6-month design challenge: 
BBM, EM, and FM of real 
small satellite, UG thesis
DemoSat satellite training kit by ITC
Output of first learning cycle: Apsara-1
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01
Project title
• “Technology demonstration CubeSat with multi-spectral camera for land 
and water resource monitoring in Cambodia”
Application to KiboCUBE*
• 174-page document, 97 requirements, 81 scheduled tasks, 12 SDG targets
*UNOOSA / JAXA cooperation program for CubeSat deployment from the ISS: https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/psa/hsti/kibocube.html
Output of first learning cycle: Apsara-1
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01
International collaboration method
• Three-layer horizontal mentor/participant structure
• Clear and reasonable responsibilities for all members
• Regular and focused meetings




















-> Student leadership, information sharing
Output of first learning cycle: Apsara-1
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01
Colombia culture evening (culture & music)
Japan culture evening (origami)
Cambodia culture evening (Khmer New year)UK culture evening (language and accents)
-> Understanding of different cultures (+ fun!)
Global team-building
Lessons learnt
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01
Start with physical before online Let students lead
Mobilize local resources Accordion approach for 
collaboration
Foster creativity
Towards an educational ecosystem
Institute of Technology of Cambodia, University of Tokyo  - SSC21-WKI-01
Linkage with research at ITC
NDVI in Cambodia based 
on Sentinel 2 data
Outreach Entrepreneurship







Apsara-1 project website: http://dclab.itc.edu.kh/ut-itc-cube-satellite-project
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